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include up to 2 tables or figures. Because of the
interdependencies associated with globalization, it has spread
rapidly throughout the world, in fact the collapse of
financial markets in the West also cause disturbances in
financial markets in the east and vice versa, so the economy
crack has now spread out of control.
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Finland and the Bear Russian meddling is a rising concern in
Helsinki. Der integrierte Staat. WalterMichaelJ. She says New
Yorkers drink it. Theatrical Island of the Ancestor to Coward
Oberon Books. A working draft of the human genome sequence was
announced in June ofan initial analysis was published in
February ofand a high-quality, reference sequence was
completed in April From the outset, the project ran ahead of
schedule and under budget, and all the data is now available
to the scientific community without restrictions on access or
use. Dezember ---------------.
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to go. It aroused intense anger among Serbian nationalists
that led to the assassination of Franz Ferdinand in The
continuing collapse of the Ottoman Empire led to two wars in
the Balkans, in andwhich were a prelude to World War I.
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